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About This Game

What is Malfunction?

Malfunction is a puzzle/action game that aims to bring many unique ideas to the table. Malfunction's story evolves around a
planet that is being overtaken by a fierce virus known as the 'Plague'. Your objective is to end this corruption from spreading

furthermore.

Gameplay:

Malfunction will take you on a long riskful journey that'll introduce many friends and foes. With the different characters you
play as, you'll be exploring the vastness of 'Khaugin' and it's environments while completing puzzles, gathering materials to

survive and conquering the enemies that stand before you.

With these playable characters you'll have multiple modes to choose from, each having their own purpose for the right time.

Features:

25 levels and 5 chapters with up to 6-8 hours of gameplay

3 additional game modes, all of which involve mechanics such as racing through goals, stealth attacking enemies, and
fighting waves of enemies/bosses
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25 collectable journal notes that are found throughout the game. These notes give more depth of Malfunction and it's
universe

31 Steam achievements for you to earn throughout the game

FREE updates, adding more content for you to enjoy

With 3 years of development, Malfunction will offer a clean, polished experience that is definitely worth a play
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Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
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Barlock Games
Publisher:
Barlock Games
Release Date: 27 Jul, 2017
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pros

- immersive and foreboding atmosphere bolstered with moody soundtrack
- unlike first one, you can freely move through in this game's dark environments and you can also push, pull or throw objects
- incredible realistic sound effects. all these creaking sounds really amazing
- characters greatly developed by use of journals and letters. \u0131 especially impressed from grandmother's journal.
- a intriguing and original Lovecraft inspired story. this game not solely based on one of his stories but you can find many
themes from lovecraft's stories.
- Developers did good job about lighting and shadow effects.
- hard to solve but enjoyable puzzles.

cons

- Voice acting is flat. interestingly voice acting worse than first game.
- there is a annoying bug. you can fell through the ground several times and when this happened you have to reload an old
savegame. there are also graphic glitches some areas.
- character models way better than first game but still looks not good.
- game s ending feels rushed and somewhat unfinished. many questions about story left unanswered. as i remember darkness
within planned a trilogy. it looks like studio cut corners because of budget problems and unfortunately this feels game s story
progress. this game obviously needs a third game. (i think this game needs a prequel rather than sequel)
- there is a low fps problem. i played and finished Darkness Within 2: The Dark Lineage 3 years ago with my old computer but i
m still can't play direction cut edition with my newer laptop because of this low fps problem.

overall darkness within 1 and 2 great games and i m really proud some turkish game developers can produce original and
interesting games such as darkness within series. i ve played several times both of games and when i buy a new computer, i m
looking forward to play this direction cut edition ,too.. \ud835\udcfd\ud835\udcf1\ud835\udcf2\ud835\udcfc
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\u20b1\u2c60\u20b3\u024e\u0142\u20a6\u20b2 \u0142\u20ae!. Stream You tube 360 VR Videos in your headset, This is the
only player on Steam that does this and is the key feature of this player, It does all the other stuff too like play from your hard
drives, and it also has 3D backgrounds and environments to play with but streaming from you tube is perfect in 2k, It has a great
search function and saves your searches to an easy clickable side panel for future searches, simply point at the search box with
your vive controller and up pops a keyboard just like the Steam controller. To recap if you like to play VR video and do not
want the hassle of downloading them then this is the player for you.. Before you purchase Darkstone, be mindful that this game
is over decade old. The illustrations are well, not lovely. The gameplay is pretty fun however and on the off chance that you are
into Diablo-esque RPGs you may need to try it out.

To the individuals who are concerned if Darkstone will keep running on their present day frameworks, it lives up to expectations
flawlessly on my Windows 7 with no promptly obvious bugs or visual glitches. In spite of the fact that actually, I can't vouch it
will work for everybody, except ventures to make this game take a shot at cutting edge frameworks were clearly taken (my old
CD adaptation quit working a really long time prior).. Great feel to it. i loved flying headlong into a fleet with flak and fighters
everywhere. hidden gem. This is effectively two games - a puzzle game and an odd dramatic story-driven walking simulator.
The puzzles are good, but the story is very unsettling, with the odd jump scare.

I sadly have to not recommend this game due to the unsettling story aspect. I wish it was just a puzzle game. I'll probably finish
it, but the feeling the story gives me puts me off massively.. Beautiful game, you feel like the universe.. I love educational
games. Koral teaches us about one of the main consequences of global warming in a very artistic way. Beautiful graphics,
atmosphere and soundtrack.
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Think this games good?

Think again.. RaceRoomExperience is hands down in the top three simulator softwares I use for racing training. DTM is perfect
next to the real thing. Thank you RaceRoom for an incredible experience!
. Cant wait for Sequel

I love how your character has no feeling when he is getting mauled to death
I also love how the game is made and after playing for 5 agonizing minutes i realized that i wasted money on this Day Z clone
that was made by a team of Fourth graders that probably got a D- on for a grade.
Also the game requires sunglasses and no headphones because you will become Helen Keller after 5 minutes.

Recommended for the whole family, that is if there not dead yet because you went into a blood filled rage because you spent
money on this game.. I would play more of this game today however, I am ill so I cannot. Anyway from the time I have played
so far here is my experience with Quick Draw.

It is something different, there are a lot of games for the VIVE where you just stand and shoot.. boring right? Quick Draw is
well, that but it adds something new to it with the wild west setting and the fact you have to draw your weapon at the same time.

I was immersed into this game, even putting on a fake accent and physically pretending to be in a move or something (I'm a
streamer, not a crazy person). Anyway it was a lot of fun to play and something I have never tried before.

The game is not perfect though, after a while it can get repetitive, this is because of the lack of gamemodes in the game, at the
moment there are only 2 gamemodes. A shooting range time trial and the 1v1 quick draw, there will soon be an online feature
which I am very excited for but at the moment the game is very limited. I would say for the price it is OK but not perfect, I
would love to see more features in the game at a later date, maybe even some missions like a Saloon gunfight or something (I
understand that will counter the name of the game being Quick Draw but it would still be fun, especially with the cartoony
graphics which I have happened to fall in love with.) Anyway, if you have some money to spend and want to try something new
give this a shot!

RATE: 6\/10 (for now)

NOTE: Will update this review when the game leaves Early Access.. At first, this game seemed like it would be fun.
Unfortunately, it is littered with so many bugs that I found it frustrating.

First, aiming your cannons can be hard, since the cursor looks like a hook, so you have to guess at where the center of the hook
is to hit anything.

Second, some of the quests are seriously bugged. It is often impossible to select a quest in the quest journal, as for some reason
they bug out. Also, there are some quests that reset when unselected, and sometimes getting a new quest will de-select your
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current quest. And sometimes, a quest might say "go back to X port" and when you arrive, nothing happens (this means you
have to start it over, and that doesn't always work). I found all of these bugs converged on the same quest, and rage-quit as a
result.

Third, the pathfinding is strange. It is based on a grid pattern, and your ship takes whatever pathe the game decides is the best
path, but I often find that means I end up sailing through shallow water (which is slower than deeper water).

All in all, this game was not finished at release. I usually dont have a problem with games published by Aldorlea Games, but in
my eyes, this one has hurt their credibility. I recommend avoiding this one at all costs.. Save your money and buy some tic tacs
instead. You'll have more fun that way.. whell its realy not that bad ( its not good but not bad ) 100% worth 1$ i think
tho its only got like 15lvls

it seems like a game that you will find free tho but it gives you what you pay for and shows what the games like with the video
and pics b4 you buy it
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